The teacher teaches and the students are taught; The teacher knows everything and the students know nothing; The teacher talks and the students listen-meekly; The teacher disciplines and the students are disciplined; The teacher chooses the programme content, and the students (who were not consulted) adapt to it (1996, p. 54) .
Further, students in this banking model are treated as "marginal" individuals who need to be "integrated" into society as it is, through pedagogic approaches that promote unquestioning acceptance and a "culture of silence" (Freire, 1996, p. 55) . This de-humanises them, destroying hope and producing fatalistic acceptance of the way things are. In his later works, Freire expanded on the damage done by the banking model of education to our ability to be and become more human; to hope, dream, love, and grow.
A particularly insidious aspect of the banking model is the way it presents teaching as a politically neutral act. Thus, not only are students reduced by it, but the educational process is neutered. "Neoliberal doctrine seeks to limit education to technological practice. Currently, education is no longer understood as formative, but simply as training" (Freire, 2007, p. 4) . And, again, Enacting student partnership as though we really mean it: Some Freirean principles for a pedagogy of partnership. International Journal for Students as Partners, 2(2) . https://doi.org/10.15173/ijsap.v2i2.3509
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The neoliberal point of view reinforces a pseudo-neutrality of the educational practice, reducing it to the transfer of information content to the learners, who are not required to apprehend it in order to learn it. Such "neutrality" serves as the foundation for reducing the education of a plumber to training in the techniques and procedures involved in wrench mastering (Freire, 1997, p. 46) . So, the teacher becomes a training provider, and the student is reduced to a trained wrench operative, with the skills to fulfil their role in the workforce; yet neither is engaged in an educational process that might lead them to question, challenge, or transform their world. Freire's alternative to the banking model should be immediately recognisable to studentpartnership practitioners, as it is grounded in learning with each other. It is an approach that fundamentally seeks to tear down the barrier between teacher and taught, draw on the experiences of tutors and students, and through "problem posing" engage all in mutual learning through meaningful discussion:
Through dialogue, the teacher-of-the-students and the students-of-the-teacher cease to exist and a new term emerges: teacher-student with student-teachers. The teacher is no longer merely the-one-who-teaches, but one who is himself taught in dialogue with the students, who in turn while being taught also teach. They become jointly responsible for a process in which all grow. (Freire, 1996, p. 61) Thus, the educational process is not one of merely providing answers but is instead founded upon the asking of questions and the generation of curiosity. This is education as a profoundly political act-an act of liberation-an act of becoming collectively more conscious, through dialogue, of locating our critical awareness as a basis for collective transformative action. Such education seeks to reveal and question existing power structures, to hold them up as problems to be addressed, and to encourage the co-design of workable alternatives.
There is no such thing as a neutral education process. Education either functions as an instrument that is used to facilitate the integration of the younger generation into the logic of the present system and bring about conformity to it, or it becomes the "practice of freedom," the means by which men and women deal critically and creatively with reality and discover how to participate in the transformation of their world. (Freire, 1996, p. 16) Freire highlighted tensions between a supposedly neutral banking model of education (rooted in neoliberalism with clear power hierarchies in operation, and seeking to domesticate the educational process and the participants in it) and education as learning together (from and with each other, as a means of questioning, challenging, and changing our world-education as liberation). Thus education, for Freire, does not separate learning about something from moving into doing something about it. Instead, the practice inherent in the educational process-problem posing and the co-development of solutions-means education combines Enacting student partnership as though we really mean it: Some Freirean principles for a pedagogy of partnership. International Journal for Students as Partners, 2(2) . https://doi.org/10.15173/ijsap.v2i2.3509 57 learning and acting, a form of learning through action. As he articulates, "democracy is taught and learned through the practice of democracy" (1997, p. 91) .
Through this vision of education as a democratising force, Freire is the central figure in the landscape of critical pedagogy (in which scholarship and advocacy on the part of oppressed groups are intertwined). This varied terrain is occupied by many whose work is at times shaped by a deep pessimism about the current state of the world in general and university pedagogic practice in particular. Freire, however, encourages us to join him in a hope-filled space, where a recognition of the unfinished nature of the human project (2014) allows us to remain optimistic for our students and ourselves: "How would it be possible for a consciously inconclusive being to become immersed in a permanent search without hope?" (1997, p. 93) .
Freire inspired the academic bell hooks (1994); Henry Giroux, who drew heavily on Freire's work when he first conceptualised "critical pedagogy" (2009); and others to strive for democracy in the classroom and to resist the instrumentalised pedagogy that shapes much of what qualifies as teaching in our marketised HE institutions. Hughes (1998) describes her first reading of Freire in the following way: "It was and has continued to be the most inspirational reading I have ever done, both intellectually and in terms of my teaching practice" (p. 137). But Freire did not seek esteem for himself or his work, rather he saw his ideas as merely a step along the way to a future he was unlikely to witness (1997) . In the project of student partnership as it is characterised here, we hope he would recognise a response to his call for reinvention-and not mere re-enactment-of his ideas (Freire, 1996) . It would seem, then, that the students-as-partners movement, including its practices and conceptions, owe Freire a great deal, and that the enactment of a Freirean pedagogy of partnership lies well within our reach. However, it is important that we maintain awareness of the challenge we are undertaking and the powerfully domesticating forces operating against any form of educational practice which unsettles the established order.
THE TENSION OF LIBERATION AND DOMESTICATION IN STUDENT PARTNERSHIP
It is all too easy to see examples of domestication in students-as-partners practices across our current HE landscape. This can happen in many ways. First, if power relations remain distinctly uneven, partnership working becomes a sham, less a matter of collaboration and more a case of co-option. Second, and more insidiously, partnership can be reduced to a technocratic exercise in itself, shorn of democratic purpose. When this happens, it is possible to see partnership working deployed not as a means of challenge and transformation but as a means of control, subjugation, and othering. Furedi (2011) is right to warn us that "the conceptualisation of students as change agents may represent a form of unwitting manipulation of students to act in accordance with the logic of marketisation" (p. 3). Partnership can be framed in marketised ways-as a business-like, contractual relationship, or as a purely technocratic exercise. Unfortunately, Furedi's (2015) proposed answer to this risk undermines the democracy of the classroom that Freire advocates, falling back on claims for the primacy of academic authority whereby "students must trust in the authority of their teacher" (p. 166). White (2018) has also recently argued that students-as-partners practices can "damage the moral authority of the teacher" (p. 163) in that it gives power to students who have not yet finished their education. This contradicts Freire's teachings in two ways: by Enacting student partnership as though we really mean it: Some Freirean principles for a pedagogy of partnership. International Journal for Students as Partners, 2(2). https://doi.org/10.15173/ijsap.v2i2.3509 58 implying our students have nothing to teach us and by suggesting that their unfinished state means they are, thus, not ready to be decision-makers in their own education. Thankfully, Freirean partnership calls on us to be watchful of such potentially patronising understandings of HE -to see them as domesticating forces and to resist their rhetoric -instead maintaining our hope that democratic education through partnership is possible and achievable.
Partnership schemes that follow a business model are governed by contractual relationships. The university sets out its provision and requires students to accept the arrangement, including limits to their rights and an imposition of responsibilities. As such, students are expected to forgo key aspects of their agency in the relationship. This form of partnership-a joint but unequal agreement of services to be rendered and behavioural expectations to be met-denies all sense of human connection and growth (Cook-Sather, 2007) . Commercialising the partnership model limits the human spirit and leads participants to acquiesce to certain conventions and limitations that remove the human element of hope and values. Such contracts work to limit the claims we can make on each other, a technical exercise that circumvents the messy authenticity of personally meaningful interaction (Felten, 2017) . The contractual view of partnership has been explicitly rejected by even the Quality Assurance Agency for HE in the UK. Their UK Quality Code states the following:
Partnership working is based on the values of openness; trust and honesty; agreed shared goals and values; and regular communication between partners. It is not based on the legal concept of equal responsibility and liability; rather partnership work recognises that all members in partnership have legitimate, but different, perceptions and experiences. By working together to a common agreed purpose, steps can be taken that lead to enhancements for all concerned. (2012, p. 5) Student partnership can also go the way of much work on student engagement and experience, becoming focused, not on creative and collaborative potential, but on deficit models to be addressed by technocratic means. Instead of recognising the complexity and potential of situated, growing, human relationships, work on student engagement (or partnership work carried out in this guise) can quickly be reduced to a means of addressing problems with student retention or endeavouring to counter the latest disappointing National Student Survey returns. The work of the UK's Higher Education Academy (HEA), now AdvanceHE, often falls into this trap. For example, the HEA (2016) urges HE institutions to acknowledge that "engaging students through partnership casts students as active participants in their learning" (p. 3). If we accept a constructivist view of learning, this is a meaningless statement. Students cannot be anything other than active participants in their own learning. This statement tends to be used when what is meant is that we want students to own what we wish them to learn, to engage in the ways we require, and to accept our teaching methods without challenge. Thus, student engagement and partnership working become strategic, institutional initiatives appropriated to neoliberal ends-a means of tying students into HE so that they complete their award, pay their fees, and provide feedback that satisfies metrics. The HEA's original overview model for SaP (Healey, Flint, & Harrington, 2014, p. 25) fell into this technocratic trap of presenting partnership working as a system-a technocratic solution to Enacting student partnership as though we really mean it: Some Freirean principles for a pedagogy of partnership. International Journal for Students as Partners, 2(2). https://doi.org/10.15173/ijsap.v2i2.3509 59 issues of engagement, devoid of explicit values. This was corrected to some extent in the final version by the addition of underpinning values, drawn from Healey, Flint, and Harrington's companion publication and guidance, though these still lack clear radical purpose or a social justice dimension (Healey, Flint, & Harrington, 2014, p. 14-15; HEA, 2016) .
Writers from a number of perspectives have highlighted the particular dangers of education without explicit values and purpose. This warning underpins David Orr's plea that we think collectively about the purpose of education for sustainable development:
The truth is that without significant precautions, education can equip people merely to be more effective vandals of the earth. If one listens carefully, it may even be possible to hear the Creation groan every year in late May when another batch of smart, degreeholding, but ecologically illiterate, Homo sapiens who are eager to succeed are launched into the biosphere. (1994, p. 5) A pedagogy of partnership requires that we remain hopeful and believe that an education based on questioning, values, and our collective humanity can equip us to transform our world for the better, not the worse. Thinking about science education in universities more generally, Maxwell (2014) has consistently urged us not to teach only knowledge, but also wisdom; to explain not just how we might do something, but to discuss why it might or might not be worthwhile and wise to do so.
Our resistance to the neoliberal trap of technocratic, supposed value-and purpose-free educational practice, needs to be grounded in a clear understanding of why the discourse of student engagement has become so problematic (Zepke, 2018) . We know that "no practice is as vulnerable as education to political and scientific fashion" (Fairfield, 2009, p. 1) , and the preoccupation within HE research around the nature of student engagement attests to this. Attempts to understand styles of engagement (Coates, 2007) , perspectives on engagement (Kahu, 2013) , and models of engagement (Trowler, 2010) all offer partial insight into the interplay between student and institution in the pursuit of learning. But, in focusing on either the individual attributes of the student or the mechanistic processes of the university, something can be lost. By implication, there is something reductively mathematical about the formulae offered to ensure that students succeed and institutions survive. In such explanations, the very idea of a meaningful pedagogical relationship is denied. Both Matthews (2016) and Zepke (2018) ask us to reject those understandings of student engagement and partnership that lack nuance and neglect the fundamental importance of human relations in educational collaboration. As White (2018) suggests, we must guard against such "non-moral, thin, functional conceptions of higher education" (p. 170) and their potential to "hollow out higher learning" (p. 171).
If Williams (2006) is correct, we, in this domesticating age, risk being witness to the "end of social hope" (p. 160) and of holding on to deficit views of the student in which opportunity and notions of quality are seen as proxies for access to a meaningful education (Antonucci, 2016; Kuh, 2009) . A reading of Freire encourages us now, more than ever, to re-think how we address the student body (Neary, 2012) . Dwyer (2018) argues that our scepticism about the current appropriation of partnership for neoliberal ends is well-founded, while Zepke (2018) Enacting student partnership as though we really mean it: Some Freirean principles for a pedagogy of partnership. International Journal for Students as Partners, 2(2). https://doi.org/10.15173/ijsap.v2i2.3509 60 asks us to re-engage with the moral purposes of education through the work we do to engage our students. Critical pedagogy, as an authentic tool with which we can tackle oppression, opens up before us, inviting us to instead see the "potential" (McLean, 2006) within each of us, and university life as a moment in which we can "prioritise life over profit, and autonomy over performativity" (Amsler, 2015, p. 18 ). Student partnership, as an expression of such values, can allow us to legitimately locate "collegiate and mutualist" practice (Callender & Scott, 2013, p. 217) , in even the most commercialised of educational spaces. As Arendt (2006) asserts, Education is the point at which we decide whether we love the world enough to assume responsibility for it, and by the same token save it from that ruin which except for renewal, except for the coming of the new and the young, would be inevitable. (p. 193) It is possible to contrast the language of technocratic partnership with that of Freirean ideas of partnership to elaborate the tension. See Table 1 . Many of the contrasts here should now need little explanation. The Freirean idea of partnership is human, emotional, and romantic, in the sense of investing the educational relationship with our hopes and dreams for each other. It emphasises the collegial and collective over the individual, seeking positive social change and benefit for all rather than social mobility and empowerment for particular individuals. This idea of individually and collectively "being more" is a richer vision of growth in consciousness and action; it entails coming together and taking power rather than waiting to be empowered by others. As Matthews and colleagues (2018a) suggest, students-as-partners, viewed in this way, is "dedicated to enriching each other as human beings and seek [s] to test what could be possible in society" (p. 10). 
SIX PRINCIPLES OF FREIRIAN PARTNERSHIP
A genuine idea of partnership should entail rejecting banking models of learning and teaching in favour of education as a transformational experience in which all grow. Along with Freire's work, the pedagogy of partnership should therefore draw on theories of change, transformation, and development, which emphasise hope, authenticity, and growth. For example, it is possible to combine the ambition of critical pedagogy with the positive collective growth of Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005) as a means of working with students to collectively "be more" (Kadi-Hanifi et al., 2014) . While Appreciative Inquiry lacks the political and critical awareness of critical pedagogy, it provides a framework for hopeful collective development of a vision and collaborative design of a better way of being together (Cockell, McArthur-Blair, & Schiller, 2013) . It does this through emphasising dialogue and storytelling, focusing on what "brings life" to our collective endeavours, and taking the community through a four-stage framework of discovery, dreaming, design, and destiny or will to change (Ludema, Cooperrider, & Barrett, 2001) . Equally, living educational theory (Whitehead 1989 ) calls for authenticity in the way we live our values, and provides another way of thinking about how we might develop practice based on values of social justice and liberation, as long as we turn that analysis to collective, as well as personal, theory-in-action. In essence, we will each blend our own value-based pedagogic approach from a bespoke range of sources, but what is needed is to illustrate how these ideas might apply collectively to the pedagogy of partnership. Six guiding principles for this are offered below.
Building from a shared hope and believing in our transformative potential
The first step is a shared belief that together we can make a positive difference. As Freire (1997) puts it, "Hope is an ontological requirement for human beings" (p. 44). This is not passive wishing for the best but an active engagement, as Solnit (2017) "The answer that led those who've been told for so long by so many to be cynical and fearful and doubtful about what we can achieve to put their hands on the arc of history and bend it once more toward the hope of a better day." (2004, 2008a, 2008b, paragraph 5) This hope-filled approach-assuming that we care, that we want to make the world a better place, and that we can do so collectively, even if that may be in certain small or focused ways at first-should be axiomatic to HE. And yet, too often, such hope is overwhelmed by criticality and fatalistic cynicism, which denies the hope of a possible alternative and grudgingly accepts the dominance of neoliberal rhetoric while seeking individual advancement within it. 
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The antidote is a position that sees academia as a vocation and a calling, across Boyer's four scholarships of discovery, integration, application and teaching and learning (1990), and equally, positions studying within HE, not as an act of personal self-improvement, but of collective social action. It is Freire's emphasis on collective hope and transformation through democratic pedagogy that underpins partnership working. This is true, as with the other principles, not just for the social sciences, humanities, and arts-where participatory and discursive critical pedagogies are perhaps more common-but for all HE disciplines; science cannot be done without the hope that it will result in improved understanding and the possibility of transforming our world.
Asking how we can collectively be more and establishing a shared dream of transformation Being more is preferred here to the competitive being the best or feeling empowered, because it indicates human growth and presence without competitive edge or necessarily giving power to, or taking power from, others (Freire 2007) . It means creating opportunities and space to explore what we all hope can be gained during our time in HE. Whether this is about sharing our dreams, helping each other to achieve our academic and professional goals, setting ourselves more challenging missions to contribute to human knowledge, or making a difference in our communities, this is not a focus on fitting in with the way things are, but about making a better future. Again, this requires a rejection of the prevalent cynicism of critique and the maintenance of hope. Freire (2014) 
begins Pedagogy of Hope:
We are surrounded by a pragmatic discourse that would have us adapt to the facts of reality. Dreams, and utopia, are called not only useless, but positively impeding. (After all, they are an intrinsic part of any educational practice with the power to unmask the dominant lies.) (p. 1) As Levitas (2007) points out, "What matters is that the utopian experiment disrupts the taken-for-granted nature of the present" (p. 53). Thus, we are called upon to focus on formulating our ethos and allowing this to guide our actions (Hodgson, Vlieghe, & Zamojski, 2018) . There is a reason why Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I have a dream" speech still echoes through to the present; there is an educational power in dreaming.
Promoting respectful dialogue
Such approaches cannot avoid discussion of our values and intentions. "Only dialogue, which requires critical thinking, is also capable of generating critical thinking" (Freire, 1996, p. 73) . Space must be created to hear under-represented voices and share experiences. Partnership working is underpinned by the recognition that our diversity is a strength, bringing together a vast range of experience, knowledge, and understanding, which we can learn from and build upon. To do this, we need to listen with open hearts and humble mindsets, before leaping to debate and critique. This applies as much across a humanities seminar group as it does across major international science collaborations. It can also move beyond the usual academic-student dichotomy to include advisers, professional and support staff, practitioners, Freire (1996) called "culture circles" (p. 101). This often requires acceptance, allowing ourselves to hear hard and unpalatable truths, truths that question whether we are living our values-in-action and ask us to recognise how we often oppress or essentialise our students (Cook-Sather, 2007) . Such genuine listening is an integral part of movements to decolonise the curriculum across all subject areas and requires us to acknowledge that we have been complicit in oppression (Le Grange, 2016) . This is the democratic, intergenerational learning, which Fielding (2011) presents as the pinnacle of student voice work, "a pedagogy of relationships and listening" (Fielding & Moss, 2011, p. 15) .
Engaging in co-investigation, shared reflection, problem posing, curiosity, rational exploration, and creativity The range of specific learning and teaching methods that could form part of the pedagogy of partnership is vast; examples include research-based teaching, project working, inquiry-based learning, and peer assessment. Their uniting features are that they should be authentic, meaningful to those involved, active, and collaborative. Students and tutors do not have to work together in groups at all times, but there must be a sense of collective purpose and of pooling ideas. Critical curiosity can take many forms, but it starts by questioning what is, why it is so, and whether it must be that way. It requires us to challenge ideas of common sense, to hold our traditions and assumptions up for question, and to query expectations of progress. It is generative of new ideas, explanations, and possibilities. Fundamentally, it aims to be democratic, inviting contributions from all and valuing all those contributions. It stands against the continued dominance of lecturing as a perceived means of conveying accepted knowledge to passive, consuming students. Thompson (1991) provides an example of the humility needed to hear under-represented voices and the openness to question the arc of progress. In his now-famous foreword to The Making of the English Working Class, he sought "to rescue the poor stockinger, the Luddite cropper, the 'obsolete' hand-loom weaver, the 'Utopian' artisan, and even the deluded follower of Joanna Southcott, from the enormous condescension of posterity." But this questioning and problem posing was not limited to the study of the past, or to the classroom; it included acknowledging the contribution made by his students to that great book. He states, "I have…learned a great deal from members of my tutorial classes" (1991, p. 13) and elsewhere argues, "All education which is worth the name involves a relationship of mutuality, a dialectic." (1968, p. 16 ) He further joined with his students to occupy and critique his own university for its increasing commercialisation (Thompson, 2014) .
Seeking the co-construction of solutions aimed at a better way of being together Addressing authentic issues has the potential to produce meaningful changes that promote social justice and improve our collective lives. A Freirean pedagogy of partnership will not just deliver particular outcomes or improvements in understanding, but is also focused on social benefits, promoting a greater understanding of how we can work together to tackle greater challenges. It is about caring about, and for, each other and increasing our capacity to collaborate effectively. Whether they are aimed at decolonising the curriculum, opening up Enacting student partnership as though we really mean it: Some Freirean principles for a pedagogy of partnership. International Journal for Students as Partners, 2(2). https://doi.org/10.15173/ijsap.v2i2.3509 64 access to support for previously under-represented groups, or engaging in service learning-as examples of partnership working have done at our own institution-such principled approaches to student-staff partnerships have the capacity to contribute to the life of the institution, those who study and work within it, and the communities, both local and global, with which it engages. Campbell and Lassiter (2010) provided an example of this with The Other Side of Middletown project. Beyond the project itself, they explored "the relationship of collaborative ethnography to modes of collaborative engagement and, especially, collaborative pedagogiesprocesses by which faculty, students, and members of local communities work as an enlarged community of co-learners, co-researchers, and, ultimately, co-citizens" (p. 370). Authentic partnership means doing something, changing something, acting-as well as critiquing.
An on-going transformative and collaborative process of being and becoming By its nature, the pedagogy of partnership cannot be contained in formal programmes or teaching sessions. It will spill out into other aspects of study and life. For example, working in partnership with students on Appreciative Inquiries changed the tone of student engagement work more broadly across one institute of education (Kadi-Hanifi et al., 2014) . Two participants in that project observed that "confidence and ability have been instilled in us since day one of the project…the positive outcomes for us personally are evident in our academic achievements and belief in our own potential" (Tutton & Snell, 2013) . Partnership is enduring and unconfined and, once experienced, there is no going back. As one student partner at our own institution 
CONCLUSIONS
The implications of adopting a Freirean approach to students-as-partners in our role as academics are manifold. This is not about adopting a few new tricks, techniques, or strategies, but instead entails a personal, philosophical, and political commitment. It is to move consciously away from being the sage on the stage (McWilliams, 2009), towards a pedagogy in which "you don't try to impress the students with oratory, you try to challenge them, get them to question you" (Chomsky in Farndale, 2010, paragraph 10) . For both students and staff, authentic partnership working demands genuine inward reflection and outward dedication to collective effort. As Angela Davis (2013) reminds us, "You have to act as if it were possible to radically transform the world. And you have to do it all the time" (p.u.). Authentic partnership requires the maintenance of hope that we can and will collectively challenge the dominance of neoliberal ideas in HE. We have to stay romantically attached to the certain belief that education is a profoundly subversive and transformative act of "renewing our 'unfinished selves' as we teach and assist students in becoming active, democratic citizens, capable and confident of transforming their world" (Peters, 2018, p. 187) .
